EOP Tutorial Center Presents

TOOLS FOR EFFECTIVE ONLINE LEARNING

(Click the Link Below for More Information on Tools)

1. TEXT-TO-SPEECH FEATURES
   Apps: Natural Reader, Voice Dreams Reader
   How-To Enable Feature On: Microsoft Word, Android, iOS

2. FOCUSED STUDY
   Website Blocker Apps: Cold Turkey, Freedom, Rescue Time
   Pomodoro Timers: Focus Booster, PomoDoneApp, Pomotodo

3. FLASHCARDS & QUIZZING
   Apps: Anki, TinyCards, Quizlet
   HELPFUL HINT!!! Make your own cards, don’t use others.

4. OPEN LEARNING RESOURCES
   Websites: Khan Academy, Crash Course, MIT Open Course Ware, CK-12, Purdue OWL

FOR MORE HELPFUL TIPS, SIGN UP FOR EOP TUTORING ON ZOOM. APPOINTMENTS ARE MADE THROUGH STARFISH.

FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL RYAN MEAD AT RMEAD@BINGHAMTON.EDU